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Excerpt from an Ancient

Roger Bacon (1214--12S2)

From DE SECRETIS 0PERIBUS ARTIS ET 
NATURAE

I will tell first, therefore, Of the 
wonderful works of Art and Nature, in ' 
order to assign to them afterwards their 
causes and means; in these there is no
thing of a magical nature. Hence it may 
be seen that all magic power Is In
ferior to these achlevemnhts and unworthy 
of them. And, first, let us consider the 
possibilities of unaided art. For first ' 
machines of navigation can be constructed, 
without rower’s, as great- ships for river 
or ocean, which are borne under the guid
ance of one man’at a greater speed than 
If they were full of men. Also a chariot 
can be constructed that will move with 
incalculable speed without any draught 
animal, as we deem the scythed chariots 
moved, from which the ancients fought.
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Also flying machines may be constructed 
so that a man may sit ths In the midst 
of the machine turning a certain Instru- " 
ment, by means of which wings artificially 
constructed would beat the air, after the 
manner of a bird flying. Algo a machine of 
small size may bo made, for raising and 
lowering weights of almost infinite am
ounts—a machine of the utmost utility, 
^or by means of a machine'three fingers 
in height and Of the same; -and o< oven 
a smaller bulk, a man may deliver himself 
and hlS companions from all danger of 
prison, and may rise on high-and -sink down 
again at will, A machine may easily by 
constructed whereby one man may. forcibly 
draw to himself a thousand men, in spite 
of themselves; and other things may be 
attracted in just the same way,- Machines 
may also be made for going in sea or 
river down to the Ved without bodily 
danger, ^or Alexander the Great made use ' 
of theso to behold th0 .gecrets of the sea; 
as is described by Ethicus the Astronomer. 
These machines*wore constructed in.ancient 
timos'and also, as is certain, in our own„ 
times, all except the.flying machine, 
which I have never soon, nor have I ever 
soon a man who has soon one; but I know 
a wise man who has figured out all the de
tails of tho invention. And there aro 
countloss othor things which can be .-con
structed; such as bridges over riverd 
without pillars or any such supports, and 
engineering feats and unheard-of contriv
ances, ... ...
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NOR FIRST DESIRE

By John B, Mjchel

It is not the empty things I want-—
the leaden streets and faceless window 

panes;
pale laughter or the windy words of Kant;
the muted whistles of far distant trains. ' 
I’ll not review the pain that has been mine} 
sign "paid in full" the no asure'won at last' 
crowd down the vears with misty, acrid wine, 
seduce the cheerless echoes of the pallid 

past,

I want your e^es, twin bridges to a brave 
new land

where ground is solid more than that I’ve 
known; '

enfold your heart in mine, walk hand in 
hand

in meadows where the seeds of life are sown. 
And from the moment when our lips will touch 
the edge of day, embrace the last wan ghost 

of nlcdit,
wo both will know the never-ending dawn 
such beauty blossoms in a universe of 

light.
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Thus closeth the eleventh'year of public
ation for The Phantagraph.
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